The Diagnostic Value of Quantitative Assessment of Diatom Test for Drowning: An Analysis of 128 Water-related Death Cases using Microwave Digestion-Vacuum Filtration-Automated Scanning Electron Microscopy.
The value of diatom test for the diagnosis of drowning remains controversial. The conventional forensic diatom test with low sensitivity is not a useful tool to provide accurate information about diatom in the tissues and organs. To improve the sensitivity of the diatom test, we developed a novel method called the Microwave Digestion-Vacuum Filtration-Automated Scanning Electron Microscopy (MD-VF-Auto SEM) method which resulted in a high recovery of diatoms. In this article, we analyzed 128 water-related death cases. Our results showed that the MD-VF-Auto SEM method could achieve a much higher positive rate (0.97) in drowning cases. Large amounts of diatoms are retained, even concentrated, in the lung tissues during the intense breathing movement in drowning process. This might be useful for the diagnosis of drowning. Our research indicates that the MD-VF-Auto SEM method would be a valuable methodology in the study of diatom test for the forensic community.